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Description: The counties in the region provide a host of critical services to their residents rangjin
m
K-12 education to emergency management services to a variety of regulatory and oversight functions.
Training and Consulting Overview: Training provided by the Rappahannock Community
CoIcgC
Workforce and Community Development organization focuses on specific skills and competencies
necessary for employees to operate successfully in today's highly competitive marketplace. As
noted
below, these fall into foundational skills, computer competencies, and operational skills. All
of these
courses can be customized to your specific needs. Consulting services are offered in the
full range of
Organizational Development topics including Leadership and Executive Talent Development
Coaching.
Strategic Planning, Team Building, Skills Assessments, and other subject areas as required.
Who We Are: Rappahannock Community College's Workforce and Community Developiment
is the
premier provider of affordable, time, and cost-efficient workplace-related training and consulting services
in the Northern Neck and Middle Peninsula. Part of a statewide system of 23 colleges, RCC
WCD has
access to an enormous body of expertise and training and consulting talent drawn from within
your
industry and with current, relevant experience in the field. RCC WCD operates a truly state-of-the-art
training facility at the Warsaw Campus and another at the Glenns Campus.
Foundational Business Skills
* Team Building and Teamwork
. TimeManagement
o Management and Cost
* Strategic Planning and Strategic Leadership
* Effective Presentations
* Customer Service in the Public Service Arena
* Office Management
* Office Bookkeeping
* Effective Supervision
* Technical Writing
* Proofreading and Editing
* Diversity in the Workplace

Operational Skills
* Accounting
0
*
*

*
*
*

*
*
*

ComputerSecurity
FraudDetectionandPrevention
Marketing
s
Mating
FiscalManagement
CommandSpanish forPublic Service
Fundamentals ofPolice Work
FundamentalsofFireScience
Emergency Management Services
Records Management
Database Management
Food Services Management
ProjectManagement

Computer Skills
* Basic Computer Literacy
*
* Microsoft Operating Systems
*
* Unix
* Microsoft Office Suite Levels One, Two and Three
o (Word, Excel, Power Point, Access, Outlook, Explorer)
* Networking
* Internet Literacy and On-line Research Techniques
* Page Maker
* Quick Books
* Programming Languages
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COMMUNICATIONS STYLE INVENTORY*
Adaptability is the key to success with people. Some of us do it naturally; others must work at it
because of lifelong habits of competition, conflict avoidance and/or resistance to change.
This informal survey is designed to determine how you usually act in everyday related situations. The
idea is to get a clear description of how you see yourself. On these questions, circle A or B in each pair
of statements which shows the one that MOST describes you. Then transfer these to the Answer Sheet.
1. A) I'm usually open to getting toknow people personally and establishing relationships with
them.
(3)'m not usually open to getting to know people personally and establishing relationships with
them.

2. A) Iusually react slowly and deliberately.
6 )usually react quickly and spontaneously.
3.

A) I'm usually guarded about other people's use of my time.
'm usually open to other people's use of my time.

4.

I usually introduce myself at social gatherings.
B) I usually wait for others to introduce themselves to me at social gatherings.

5.

A) I usually focus my conversations on the interests of the people involved, even if that means
straying from the business or subject at hand.
I usually focus my conversations on the tasks, issues, business. or subject at hand.

6.

A) I'm usually not assertive, and I can be patient with a slow pace.
(I'm

7.

usually assertive, and at times I can be impatient with a slow pace.

JI usually make decisions based on facts or evidence.
B) I usually make decisions based on feelings, experiences or relationships.

86 usually contribute frequently to group conversations.
B) I usually contribute infrequently togroup conversations.

9.

I usually prefer to work with and through others, providing support when possible.
B) I usually prefer to work independently or dictate the conditions in terms of how others are
involved.

10(

Iusually ask questions or speak tentatively and indirectly.
B) I usually make empathic statements or directly expressed opinions.

11

usually focus primarily on ideas, concepts, or results.
B)1 usually focus primarily on persons, interactions, and feelings.

12.

I usually use gestures, facial expressions, and voice intonations to emphasize points.
B) I usually do not use gestures, facial expressions, and voice intonations to emphasize points.

13(

I usually accept others' points of view (ideas, feelings, and concerns).
B) I usually do not accept others' points of view (ideas, feelings, and concerns).

14.

usually respond to risk and change in a cautions or predictable manner.
B) I usually respond to risk and change in a dynamic or unpredictable manner

15.(A)

;

1

do,
B) 1 usually mid it natural and easy toshareand discuss myt eel
16. A) I usually seek out new or different experiences and situations
)I usually choose known or similar situations and relationship
I7.

I'm usually responsive to others' agendas, interests, and concen
) I'm usually directed toward

ly own agends. interests and cncerfns

IS A) II suallv respond to conflict slowy and idirectl.
F)I sually respond to onflict quickly and directly.

*ThC Platinum RIue by Tony Alessandra,.[iPh. &Michaeli. O'ConnorPhi.

ANSWER SHEET
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Total the numbers of itemscircled in each column and write it on the spaces abov<
Now, compare the O" column with the NG' column and circle the letter that has the highest
total.

0

or

Then compare the"D' column with the I" column and circle the letter that has the highest
total.

or

I

SO WHATS THE VERDICT???

If you circled the G and D, you tend toward being a Director.
If you circled the 0 and D, you show many q t)
If you circled the 0 andI, you're predominamly akeatei
If you circled the GandI, ou have lots of Thinker charactnrisic>

Most ofL1Sshow one primary style most Of the time. 1hiS style is most
evident when you are most at ease, when you're just acting like
yourself, when your mind seems like you're on automatic pilot.

Knowing your style can help you to better.

>Capitalize on strengths
>Reduce how often your weaknesses trip you up
>Treat your colleagues, customers or clients the way "they want to be
treated".

ADAFING TO DIRECTORS
Characteristics

Tendencies

Adapting to Directors

-Values getting the job done

Strengths. Administration,

(Customers)
-Supporting their goals and

-Decisive risk taker

taking initiative

objectives when possible

-Good at directing and telling

Weaknesses. Impatience.

-Keeping your relationship

others what or how to

insensitivity

businesslike

-Not shy but private in

Irritation. Indecision

-Using facts-not personal

conversations

Goals. Productivity, control

feelings-if you disagree

-Likes to be where action is

Fear. Being hustled

-Being precise; efficient;

-Easily takes charge,

Motivator. Winning

organized

competitive

-Recommending alternate

-No obstacle too big to tackle

actions with brief supporting

-Results oriented

analysis
-Getting to the point quickly
-Stressing results and growth
opportunities

Directors as Customers
As complainants, they can be highly critical and blunt. Often aggressive and sometimes pushy,
they can become intrusive, perhaps saying something like aI demand to see the supervisor this
instanti" or "If you don't furnish me a copy of every last bit of correspondence, you'll hear from
my lawyer." Directors may appear uncooperative, and they'll often act as if they want to
control everything. When their backs are to a wall, Directors can become dictators. At least,
that's how they often appear. Whatdo theyneedor want to see?

*

Tangible evidence of progress

*

A fast pace

"

That they have control of the situation

"

Results and savings of time

ADAPTING TO RELATERS

Characteristics

Tendencies

Adapting to Relators
(Customers)

Harmonizer

-Support their feelings by

-Values acceptance and

listening

showing personal interest

stability

Weaknesses. May be

-Assume they'll take things

-Slow with big decisions;

oversensitive, indecisive

personally

dislikes change

Irritation. Insensitivity

-Allow time to trust you

-Builds networks of friends to

Goals. Acceptance, stability

-Discuss personal feelings

help do work

Fear. Sudden change

not facts - when you

-Good listener; concerned for

Motivator, Involvement

disagree

-

Strengths, Providing service,

-

other's feelings

-Move along in a slower,

-Easy-going; likes slow,

informal, but steady manner

steady pace

-Show that you're actively'

-Friendly & sensitive

listening

-Relationship oriented

-Give assurance that risk
will be minimized

Relators as Customers
Relaters are the least likely to be loud and argumentative. When they do come forward,
Relaters may appear submissive, hesitant, wishy- washy, or even apologetic. Worse yet, they
may not even complain openly but just internalize their dissatisfaction and take their business
elsewhere. So if you suspect a problem, you may even need to draw them out. Relaters hate
conflict, so they just wish this whole flap over the issue would go away, even if it's not
necessarily settled in their favor. Or, they may sometimes get a little defensive.

What do

relatersneedto be more comfortable?
"

Suggesting that you're committed to working with them to resolve the probler

*

Showing them that the process to address their issue will be as relaxed as possic

*

Assuring them that the situation will not create great change for them

ADAPTING TO THINKERS

Characteristics

Tendencies

Adapting to Thinkers

(Customers)
-Assessor

Strengths, Planning,

-supporting their

-Values accuracy and being right

analyzing

organized, thoughtful

-Plans thoroughly before acting

Weaknesses.

approach

-Prefers to work alone

Perfectionistic, overly

-showing commitment

-Introverted

critical

through your actions, not

-Quick to think; slow to speak

Irritation. Unpredictability

just words

-Highly organized; even plans

Goals. Accuracy,

-being detailed, accurate.

spontaneity

thoroughness

and logical

-Cautious, logical, thrifty

Fear. Criticism

-provide solid, tangible

-Thoughtful; no problem too big to

Motivator. Progress

evidence

ponder; Idea oriented

Thinkers as Customers
Complaints from Thinkers will also be visually be less direct, like those from Relaters - but with
a sharper edge to them. They won't loudly carp and cajole like Directors or Socializers, but
they won't be submissive either. Thinkers tend to recite the chronology of events and the litany
of errors they've had to endure. They may explain the painstaking care with which they filled
out the form. They may act a bit hurt that, despite all their effort and conscientious adherence
to the rules, their forms were not approved and they believe your reasons were illogical.
Thinkers won't be the quickest to complain. But when they do, they'll likely provide data and
documentation and get quite involved in the sequence and details of the snafu. Phrases they
may use are. "I don't understand how this could happen," or NMy record is spotless-I take some
pride in that-and I gave you all the information you asked for earlier."
"

Explain the process and the details

*

Indicate appreciation of their accuracy and thoroughness

*

Thorough processing of their concerns and questions

ADAFITNG TO SOCIALIZERS

Characteristics

Tendencies

Adapting to Socializers
(Customers)

-Values enjoyment and

Strengths, Persuasion,

-support their opinions, ideas,

helping others

interacting with others

and dreams when possible

-Plans thoroughly before

Weaknesses, Disorganization.

-be upbeat and fast paced

acting
in trying them, optimist

carelessness
Irritation, Routine
Goals. Popularity, applause

-try not to argue
-be enthusiastic, spontaneous,
and casual

-Talkative and energetic
-Asks others' opinions; loves

Fear. Loss of prestige
Motivator, Recognition

-spare them the details

-Full of ideas and impulsive

to brainstorm
-Easily bored -Intuitive,
creative, spontaneous
-Celebration oriented

Socializers as Customers
When they have a service problem, Socializers may seem overeager and impulsive. "I need this
settled right this moment," they may say. despite your logical explanation of why this complex
situation can't possibly be cleared up for forty-eight hours. It may be difficult to pin down what
exactly would settle the issue for them. One minute they may sound reasonable; the next
moment they're being sarcastic and making unrealistic, and even frenzied, demands. Socializers
are usually skilled in verbal attack, may also come across as manipulative. They might sayaI
wonder if a letter to the chairman of your Board might improve your response time?" Under
stress, Socializers' primary response may be to disregard the facts and anything you say. That's
the way they appear. Socilizers willrspondbestto.
*

Personal attention

* Quick pace
* Affirmation of their position
* Lots of verbal give and take

Creating Our Guide for Great Customer Service
Opportunities for Proactive Vs. Reactive Responses

Prepared for King George County Employees

By

Rappahannock Community College, Workforce Development
October 2009

One Universal Job Description to consider...

"Ifwe're not serving the
customer,

ourjob is to be serving
someone who is."

My Notes and Action Planning

Baber's Rules of Customer Service
How can we do this....arrd individuals...andas teams?

Make the customers feel...
* Heard
* Understood
* Liked
* Respected
* Helped
* Appreciated
* Welcome

-

Michael Baber

Integrated Business Leadership Through Cross Marketing

Customer Report Card
Any time you interact with customers, they are preparing a mental
"report card."
Notice on this chart that

even if your delivery of
the core service or
product is as good as it
can be, you may only just
meet customer
expectations; the
customer may rate your
performance as
"average." That may

seem odd, since so many
businesses spend a lot of
money and energy to
improve their product
and/or service.
However, sometimes the
improvement goes
unnoticed by the
customer, or has haso
no
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Adapted from Achieving Extraordinary Customer Relations, Kaset International
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The Human-Business Model

Human Level
(to fulfill current human needs)

L4
Business Level
(to accomplish external purposes and objectives)

With normal customer interactions, it is important to enter the
conversation at the Human Level before doing business. Then say
something during the interaction that's not about the business at
hand. Then when the business is complete, exit through the Human
Level. For situations where strong feelings are present, move back
to
the Human Level.
The Human-Business Model demonstrates that the Human Level
interactions you have with external or internal customers are as
important as the quality of the core service or product itself. They
are
always important; however, they are critical when someone is
upset.
By entering and exiting allcustomer interactions through the
Human Level, you can help customers feel cared about and well
treated.

Adapted from Achieving Extraordinary Customer Relations, Kaset International

Ten Sins You Can Control
Would you do business with you? - Adapted from Chip Bell, Knock your Socks Off Service
Here are 10 deadly sins we can control, behaviors and actions that some service
providers exhibit that customers say annoy them the most.
Working in teams, consider the phrases below and what alternative we can
offer by addressing these three questions:
4 What are some examples of when we might respond to customers in a way
that conveys the phrases and meaning below?
4 How do customers respond?
4 What can we do differently and what alternatives can we offer?
1.

"I don't know." Research showed the number one reason for switching to catalogue
shopping was that salespeople in stores were so ignorant about the merchandise.
Customers expect you to know something about the products and services you sell. If
you really can't answer a customer's question, add three words: "I'll find out."

2.

"I don't care." Customers want you to care about serving them. They want to sense
that you take pride in what you're doing. This reinforces their belief that they've made
a good choice by doing business with you. When your attitude, conversation, or
appearance makes it clear you'd rather be somewhere else, they'll find themselves
wishing the same thing.

3.

"1 can't be bothered." Actions really do speak louder than words. Believe it. If your
conversation with a coworker or an obviously personal phone call takes precedence

over a customer, or you studiously ignore someone's attempt to
catch your attention,
your customer will be annoyed-and rightfully so.

4.

"I don't like you." Customers are sensitive to attitudes that subtly or overtly
say,
"You're a nuisance: please go away." And no one enjoys the occasional encounter
with
a customer service person who is openly (or covertly) hostile. The more aggressively
obnoxious your behavior, the more memorable it will be for your customer, for
all the
wrong reasons.

5.

"I know it all." When you jump in with a solution or comment before a customer
has
finished explaining his or her problem or question, that's being pushy. So, too,
is trying
to force a customer about a decision. Knowledge is a tool to help you serve
customers
better, not a bludgeon which to beat them into submission.

6.

"You don't know anything." There are no dumb questions, only dumb answers.
When
you rudely or insensitively cut off, put down, or demean customers for having
a
confused or wrong idea of what exactly they need or what you can do for them, you
slam the door in their face. Next time, they'll look for another door.

7.

"We don't want your kind here." Prejudice, like customers,
comes in all shapes, sizes,
ages, colors, educational levels, and any other characteristic you care to name.
But
regardless of class or category, every customer is an individual who wants (and

deserves) to be treated with courtesy and respect. Do you treat customers who show
up in suits better than those who dress in jeans and T-shirts? Do you assume that
elderly customers won't be able to understand complex issues, or that younger
customers won't understand? Our attitudes show in ways that we may never even
expect.

8.

"Don't come back." The purpose of serving customers well is to convince them to come
back again and again. The easiest way to discourage that is to make it clear in words or
actions that they're an inconvenience in your day you'd just as soon be rid of once and
for all. Thanking customers builds a relationship that can grow and mature.

9.

"I'm right and you're wrong." One of the easiest (and most human) traps to fall into is
arguing with a customer over something that is really more a point of personal pride or
pique than professional service. Customers are not always right, of course, but it
doesn't cost you anything to give them the benefit of the doubt andmretoward
rve
reasonable solutions.

10. "Hurry up and wait." More than any other variable, time may be the number-one
obsession for people today. Everyone starts with only twenty-four hours a day; no one
wants to waste any of it, whether waiting for something to take place or being forces
into a hasty decision that they'll sooner or later come to regret. Respect your
customer's time and you'll find they respect you in return.

Our Building Blocks

A= Listen

B= Probe
C= Solve

Key Steps for Customer Interactions

I.

Listen and Learn

*

Learn customer's perspective

*

Demonstrate your understanding

*

Encourage the customer to tell you

*

Summarize the customer's

II. Probe and Understand

about his or her needs and concerns
*

Don't ask fact-finding questions

expectations
*

Ask whether your summation is correct

Ill. Solve with Solutions

IV. What to Expect

*

*

Obtain information needed to

Inform the customer

determine the best course of action
*

Ask a logical progression of questions

*

Build on what the customer said

* State what will happen, stress
commitments and skip unnecessary

details
* Verify understanding and acceptance

Notes:

Listen to Communicate
Many people confuse listening with hearing. You can't listen without hearing,
but
you can hear without listening. Hearing is a passive process. Usually it's hard
for
us to turn our hearing off. We hear whether we want to or not. Listening, on
the
other hand, is an active process. We can turn our listening on or off very easily
by
not giving attention to the speaker's message. We listen only when we
want to.
Because listening is an active process, it involves more than receiving sounds
and
processing them so that we understand the message. Listening also requires
that
we react to the speaker. So listening is also an interactive process.

Reflecting - is responding to what you heard the speaker say to verify
what he/she is saying. It is essential to verify and clarify what you think
you heard. Example: "You feel the quota is too high."
Probing - is questioning for more information or clarity: who, what,
when, where, why, and how. Example: "How far off the mark do you
think it is?"

Supporting - is showing empathy or understanding for the other
person's situation. For example, you can say "I understand how you
could feel that way" or "I understand that it's not an easy goal to
reach."
Advising - is giving responses that provide new information to
reinforce or change the other person's perception. You should provide
facts in your advising statements. For example, "Four people hit that
quota last week."

Prepared by Rappahannock Community College, Workforce Development

Body Language

Head -tilted, erect, still, moving?

Mouth - smiling, open, pinched, relaxed, grimacing, tight?

Neck and shoulders - erect, slumped, tight?

Arms - folded, relaxed, gesturing, form a barrier?

Posture - relaxed, stiff, leaning forward or back?

Eyes - wide, heavy lidded, squinting, blinking, closed, eye contact?

Voice - loud, soft, often modulated?

Breath - relaxed, shallow, fast or slow?

Hands - moving, expressive, relaxed, clenched, fingers pointing?

Feet - moving, still, shuffling?

Prepared by Rappahannock Community College, Workforce Development

What Types of Questions Are You Using?
There are two different question formats - open and closed ended questions-that direct
how the customer provides you information.
Open-Ended Questions
Open-ended questions don't require specific answers. They're used to get the customer
talking. An example could be:
"Mr. Customer, what happens when you turn your machine on?"
"Please describe for me what happens when you turn the switch on." (Illustrative)
"Mr. Customer, when you say you want your machine to run faster, please describe for
me
what speed you would consider to be fast." (Clarification)
"Mr. Customer, what will happen if you need to send us your computer and not have
it for a
while?" (Clarification and consequence)
"Mr. Customer, is there anything else we can help you with today?" (Desires question)
Closed-Ended Questions
Closed-ended questions require specific yes/no answers. They are not for acquiring a lot
of
detail. Their primary focus is to determine very specific information or to clarify a
customer's perceptions, wishes, or responses. Using appropriate closed-ended questions
gets you further in the discovery process, instead of taking up valuable time sifting through
long-winded or incomplete diagnostic information. For instance:
"Mr. Customer, was your machine on or off when the problem occurred?"
Closed-ended questions usually come in response to details provided in open-ended
questions.

RESPONDING TO CUSTOMERS*

Caring Responses

Definition

Use When Customer:

Example

Acknowledging

Affirming

Supports decisions

Brags a little or
expresses a concern
Has had to make
some accommodation
Makes a decision

"That's great!"

Appreciating

Reflects what you
hear
Shows appreciation

Assuring

Seems unsure, or a
mistake was made
Ends interaction

Passive Listening

Gives comfort and
guidance
Picks up something
the customer said
Shows interest

Paraphrasing

Clarifies the situation

Agreement

Builds rapport

Defusing Skills
Lead to Business

Definition
Ask questions; give
information; offer
options; reframe

Is confused or is
confusing you
Complains about an
outside person/event
Use When Customer:
Is ready to move to
business (after any of
the Defusing Skills)

Reflective Listening

Builds rapport

Empathy

Shows understanding

Escalated Concern

Concern greater than
customer's

Selective Agreement

Confirms one thing
customer says

Off-Change Strategy

Looking for ways to
meet needs

Positive Close

Talks at length

Worries, complains, is
confused
Expresses strong
feeling, complains
Thinks work
team/organization
made a mistake
Attacks you or the
work
team/organization
Wants what
organization is unable
or unwilling to do

"I appreciate your
patience."
"I think you made a
good choice."
"I'll personally check
on this."
"Good luck in your
new job."
"Yes," "I see." "Uh
huh."
"Let me see if I
understand..."
"I know what you
mean."
Example
"What do you need?"
"You may not
know..."
"Here are options."
"However, you
may..."
"It sounds like
you're..."
"I understand, (others
fee...too).
"Oh, no!"

"I agree that..."

"Feel-Felt-Lead plus
"On the off chance"
and "I tried my best"

IDENTIFYING LISTENING SKILLS*
Donna
This is Donna Anderson, How may I help you?
Customer
This is Chuck Halsey, and for starters, please don't transfer me! I
had enough trouble getting transferred to you!
Donna
Oh no. I'm sorry that Happened Mr. Halsey. What can I do to help

Escalated concern

you?

Customer
First I got disconnected and then I got transferred to the wrong
person.
Donna
Yes.... Yes, I'm listening Mr. Halsey
Customer
Then that idiot transferred to the wrong person
Donna
Hmm...
Customer
Now I'vefinally got you. I have to wonder if anyone over there
knows what they're doing.
Donna
Well, you've certainly gotten transferred around a lot. If you'll tell
me what you need, I'll do my best to help.
Customer
That'll be a pleasant switch. I'm trying to get Mr. K. on the line.
Can you get him on the line for me?
Donna
I wish I could. Unfortunately, Mr. K. has been out sick all week.
Customer
(The twinge of good- naturedness disappearsfor the moment)
What! Oh that's just greatl I made arrangements with him last
Thursday to pull together some data for me and I need it today.

Donna
Oh, no wonder you're upset about this. What information were
you....
Customer
(Frustrated, not angry) Your agency contracted with me to
conduct this study, and without the data, I can't meet your

Passive listening

Passive listening

Selective agreement

Escalated concern
Lead to business

deadline. Somebody over there should have coiled and told me he
was out.
Donna
It sounds like the situation has you frustrated. And you're right,

Reflective listening

you deserved a call.

Customer
It's just that when somebody promises me something, I expect
them to follow through.
Donna
I know. It is frustrating to not receive what you expect. So, what
you're looking for is Mr. K's data on the feedback.
Customer
(composure returning)That's right.
Donna
OK, there's a chance I can locate the file and see how far Mr. K.
got with it. If you'll give me your number, I'll call you back as soon
as I find out anything.
Customer
(in a mix of humor and sarcasm) Yeah, I've heard that before.
Donna
Mr. C., I promise I'll get back to you within an hour and let you

Empathy
Acknowledging,
Paraphrasing

Assuring

Assuring

know what I find out.
Transition to Lou

I can do. I'll set it up so that ......
Transition to Mr. C..

Customer

Empathy
Lead

Appreciating
Acknowledging Internal
Customer
&

Donna
We contracted with him, gave him a deadline, and now we're
keeping him from meeting it. Is there any way we can pull
together what he needs. Ifeel we have some responsibility here.
Lou
Yeah, I know what you mean. Unfortunately, with this system
upgrade going on, things are pretty chaotic over here. (getting
energized as he considers possibilities) You know, I may be able to
find the raw numbers on the network...I'm not about to analyze
them, though I can give you the numbers....and totals. Will that
help?
Donna
That isn't all he needs, though it may do until Mr. K. returns. I
really appreciate your willingness to do this now. I know how
busy things are for you right now.
Lou
Oh, that's OK...(smiling). I'lljust send you a bill... OK, here's what

Internal customer service

Hello, Mr. C.
Donna
Mr. C.? This is Donna Anderson from.....returning yourcall. I
have an update for you.
Mr. C.
(Glances at this watch. He's in a better mood.) Well, I'l be....OK
Donna, what'd you find out?
Donna
Well, I gave it my best shot. I checked through the files in Mr. K.
andfound his notes on your request, however I couldn'tfind the
Summary Report you asked him for.
Mr. C.
That's what I was afraid of. Boy, I'm really stuck now.

Donna
I know you're disappointed. Ifeel really bad about it too and I
haven't given up. I have some ideas to run past you.
Mr. C.
Well, I'm glad you haven'given up, but in the meantime, I can't do
the job you're paying me for without those figures.
Donna
I certainly see your point. Here's what we can do. I called
someone I know in our Systems Division and he said he could call
up the data you need and at least give you a list of the totals. Will
that help?
Mr. C
(Thinks about itfor the moment) Yeah. At least it'll let me get
started. How soon can I get it?
Donna
Lou said he could run itfor you tonight. I can send the
information by e-mail orfax it in the a.m. by 8:30a.m.
Mr. C.
Thanks! That will work if you e-mail it by 8:30a.m. And Donna,
(Feeling apologetic) I know you were caught up short by this as

Off-chance strategy.

Feel-felt

Empathy
Lead

much as I was. Thanks for jumping in to this so quickly.

Donna
I'm glad to do it, Mr. C. And thank you again for being so patient.
Let me know if anything else is needed. Bye.

*Adapted from Kaset International, Skills and Strategies

Positive close

Helping Angry Customers
To help angry customers become reasonable, be proactive, show respect, speak calmly, and
listen attentively. Avoid being defensive, questioning facts, and rushing.

Respond to:
*

*

*

*

*

*

The occurrence of the problem
o

Acknowledgement: Isee the difficulty

o

Blameless apology: I regret this has happened

How the customer feels
o

Acknowledgment: This is a frustrating situation

o

Blameless apology: I'm sorry this is so frustrating

What the customer expected
o

Acknowledgment: You expected that...

o

Blameless apology: I'm sorry that you didn't realize that...

A fact of the situation
o

Acknowledgment: It is taking longer than we expected

o

Blameless apology: Iregret the impact this is having

The impact of the problem
o

Acknowledgment: I see how this is holding things up

o

Blameless apology: I regret the impact this is having

Your understanding of what the customer has said
o

*

The importance of the problem
o

*

Acknowledgment: Iunderstand...

Acknowledgment: I understand how important this is

What needs to be done
o

Acknowledgment: We need this fixed asquicklya spossible

Assess Your Understanding

Yes

No

1. Ask an angry customer to be patient.

Yes

No

2. Look for physical symptoms when assessing a customer's anger.

Yes

No

3. Try to solve an angry customer's problem right away.

Yes

No

4. Treat customers who "fake" angry behaviors the same as customer
who are sincerely angry.

Yes

No

5.

Use defusion for customers who are upset.

Yes

No

6.

Ignore a customer's insult to you or your company.

Yes

No

7.

Use a customer's own words when acknowledging what he or she has
said.

Yes

No

8. Avoid saying simply "I'm sorry" when defusing a customer.

Yes

No

9. Accept blame for the situation whenever a compete apology will
defuse the customer's anger.

Yes

No

10. Tell the customer how you can solve his or her problem as soon as you
finish defusing.

Notes:

10 Stress Reducers

1. Breathe. Deep breathing is one of the oldest stress-busting techniques, and one of
the best. Stress can upset the normal balance of oxygen and carbon dioxide in your
lungs. Deep breathing corrects this imbalance and can help you control panic
thinking. Take a deep breath through your nose, hold it for seven seconds (no
more), then let it out slowly through your mouth. Do this three to six times.

2. Smile. You make your mood, and your mood can stress or relax you. Smiling is
contagious. When you see a customer looking a little glum, make eye contact and
turn on one of your best and brightest. Ninety-nine times out of a hundred, you'll
get a smile right back.

3. Laugh. Maintaining a sense of humor is your best defense against stress. Stress
psychologist Frances Meritt Stern tells of a difficult client she had been dealing with
for years. "That clown is driving me up a wall!" she often complained. One day, she
began to envision him complete-with clown face, floppy shoes and a wide, foolish
grin. With this picture tickling her funny bone, she was able to manage her stress
response and focus on doing her job.

4. Let it out. Keep your anger and frustration locked up inside and you are sure to
show it on the outside. Instead, make an appointment with yourself to think about a
particularly stressful customer later-and then keep the appointment.
Unacknowledged tension will eat you up, but delaying your reaction to stresscausing events can be constructive. It puts you in control.

5. Take a one minute vacation. John Rondell, a sales consultant, has a vivid image of
himself snorkeling off a beautiful white-sand beach in the Caribbean. He has worked
on the scene until he can experience being there and lose all sense of time and
place, even though his visits last only a minute or two.

6. Relax. We tend to hold in tension by tightening our muscles. Instead, try
isometrics; tensing and relaxing specific muscles or muscle groups. Make a fist, then
relax it. Tighten your stomach muscles, then relax them. Push your palms against

each other, then relax your arms.

7. Do desk aerobics. Exercise is a vital component of a stress managed life.
Try these
two "desk-er-cizes":
* While sitting at your desk, raise your feet until your legs are
almost parallel
to the floor. Hold them there, then let them down. Do this five times.
* Rotate your head forward and from side to side (but not back-that
can strain
rather then stretch). Roll your shoulders forward and then lift them up and
back. This feels especially good after you've been sitting or standing.

8.

Organize. Organizing gives you a sense of control and lessens your stress level.
"I
organize the top of my desk whenever I am waiting on hold," says Eric Johnson,
a
telephone customer service representative. "Before I leave for the day,
I make sure
everything is put away, and that I have a list of priorities made out for the next
day."

9.

Talk positive. Vent your anger and frustration in positive ways. Sharing customer
encounters with coworkers helps you find the humor in the situation and
gain new
ideas for handling similar situations. But constant negative talk that rehashes
old
ground will only re-create and reinforce, not diminish, your stress.

10. Take a health break. Make your normal breaks into stress breaks.
Consider walking
outside, reading a chapter from a favorite book, or just sitting with your
eyes closed
for a few minutes. Bring healthy snacks and juice to work to substitute
for the
standard coffee and doughnuts.

